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This work focuses on the assessment of the relative performance of the so-called contact domain method,
using either the Lagrange multiplier or the penalty strategies. The mathematical formulation of the con-
tact domain method and the imposition of the contact constraints using a stabilized Lagrange multiplier
method are taken from the seminal work (as cited later), whereas the penalty based implementation is
firstly described here. Although both methods result into equivalent formulations, except for the differ-
ence in the constraint imposition strategy, in the Lagrange multiplier method the constraints are enforced
using a stabilized formulation based on an interior penalty method, which results into a different estima-
tion of the contact forces compared to the penalty method. Several numerical examples are solved to
assess certain numerical intricacies of the two implementations. The results show that both methods per-
form similarly as one increases the value of the penalty parameter or decreases the value of the stabil-
ization factor (in case of the Lagrange multiplier method). However there seems to exist a clear
advantage in using the Lagrange multiplier based strategy in a few critical situations, where the penalty
method fails to produce convincing results due to excessive penetration.

� 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Motivation

The computational modeling and analysis of structural contact
problems have been important subjects of interest over the past
several decades. Despite the significant progress achieved in the
subject, it still poses a challenge in non-linear problems, especially
when the aim is to develop accurate and efficient algorithms based
on implicit methods.

While developing a contact formulation two main ingredients
may be basically chosen:

� A scheme to discretize the contact surfaces or the interface
between them.
� A technique to enforce the contact constraints.

Most of the existing contact formulations impose the contact con-
straints on the boundary of one of the contacting bodies, which
necessitates the projection of certain quantities from one contacting
surface onto the other. The most popular discretization strategy in
the context of large deformation contact problems is the node-
to-segment approach developed by Hallquist et al. [7] and further
extended to more general cases by Bathe and Chaudhary [2], Simo
ll rights reserved.
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et al. [19], Wriggers and Simo [23] and Papadopoulos and Taylor
[16].

The non-penetration conditions are enforced by preventing the
nodes on one of the contact surface (the ‘slave’ one) from penetrat-
ing on the counterpart contact surface (the ‘master’ one). The
methodology inherits some drawbacks such as: (a) failure in pass-
ing the contact patch test for a single pass algorithm [8] and (b)
being prone to lock when considered as a two-pass algorithm
due to the overconstraining of the contact surface. Moreover in
the classical formulation, the algorithm is unable to deal with some
cases where the identification of the master segment is ambiguous
with respect to the slave nodes. Recently, Zavarise and De Lorenzis
[26] have facilitated new techniques to overcome such problems.

In recent years other discretization schemes were also devel-
oped, based on a continuous treatment of the contact constraints.
The latest segment-to-segment discretization strategies are based
on the so-called mortar method initially introduced in the context
of domain decomposition methods [3]. In contrast to the node-to-
segment discretization, the continuity constraints are not enforced
at discrete nodal points but they are formulated along the entire
coupling boundary in a weak integral sense. This method is partic-
ularly well suited to exchange information of two discretized do-
mains along common, in general non-conforming, surface grids
and it provides the optimal convergence rate of the finite element
solution by imposing a weak coupling between degrees of freedom.
thod: A comparison of penalty and Lagrange multiplier implementations,
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Due to its obvious advantages, this method has found its applica-
tion in many of the recently developed frictionless and frictional
contact formulation focusing on large deformation problems
[25,18,17,5].

Alike the discretization schemes, a variety of numerical meth-
odologies have been proposed in the literature to deal with the
contact constraints. Among them, the enforcement of the con-
straints using Lagrange multiplier methods, penalty methods, the
augmented Lagrangian approach or the relatively new Nitsche
method are the most common methodologies.

Lagrange multiplier methods introduce additional variables
(the Lagrange multipliers) to enforce directly and exactly the con-
tact constraint. Despite the obvious advantage of the exact enforce-
ment of the constraint condition, the method poses some
difficulties due to the additional effort required to solve the multi-
pliers. In addition, the equations for the Lagrange multipliers intro-
duce zeros in the diagonal of the system of equations, which pose
additional difficulties if direct solution techniques are used. How-
ever applications of Lagrange multiplier based formulations are
widespread till date and they can be found in [5,10,20], to name
a few.

On the other hand, penalty methods avoid the need for addi-
tional variables by introducing an approximation of the constraint
condition. An additional term enters in the weak form of the gov-
erning equations, which penalizes the dissatisfaction of the con-
straint condition by a large positive penalty parameter.
Theoretically, as the penalty parameter tends to infinity, the con-
tact constraint is enforced exactly. Unfortunately, the resulting sys-
tem of equations may become ill-conditioned as the penalty
parameter increases, so the choice of an appropriate penalty
parameter becomes a balancing act between accuracy and stabil-
ity. Way back in 1995 [4], a consistent penalty method had been
used to model metal forming process using a visco-elastic formu-
lation. Recently, Fischer and Wriggers [6] used penalty methods
for solving 2D frictional contact for large deformation problems.
Along with these conventional techniques, the augmented
Lagrangian method is often chosen to cope with the contact
inequality constraints inasmuch as it combines the regularizing ef-
fect of the penalty method and the exact satisfaction of the con-
straints ensured by the Lagrange multiplier method, without
having the ill-conditioning problem inherent to the former
[21,27]. In a recent work by Wriggers and Zavarise [24], a purely
displacement based formulation has been presented based on a
non-standard variational formulation introduced by Nitsche. It
has been found that the new discretization scheme performs better
than the standard penalty formulation for frictionless contact
problems.

In the present paper the recently developed method for discret-
izing the contact interface named as contact domain method (CDM),
originally proposed in [14], and its relative performance is assessed
with respect to the schemes used for imposing the contact con-
straints i.e. the Lagrange multiplier and the penalty strategies. As
mentioned in [14], in the CDM the contact domain can be inter-
preted as a fictitious intermediate region that connects the poten-
tial contact surfaces and has the same dimension as the
deformable contacting bodies. The utilized contact domain is dis-
cretized with a non-overlapping set of patches that leads to a pair-
ing of the contacting entities (nodes, segments and surfaces) in the
contact boundaries. Based on this discretization scheme, the geo-
metric normal and tangential contact constraints are formulated
in terms of dimensionless, strain-like measures.

Although the detailed theoretical derivations and numerical
implementations are described in [14], for the relevance of the
present discussion the equations for describing the CDM are recon-
sidered in the following sections. Then the two strategies for
imposing the contact constraints (Lagrange multipliers and a
Please cite this article in press as: R. Weyler et al., On the contact domain me
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regularized penalty) are described and their equivalences are
found. Finally, both schemes are compared by using the patch test
and a number of relevant numerical examples, and their relative
performance is evaluated in terms of accuracy and robustness
and some relevant conclusions are presented.

2. Review of the contact domain method: stabilized Lagrange
multiplier implementation

The contact domain method was originally proposed for 2D
contacting bodies in [14] and validated with a number of numeri-
cal examples in [9]. An extension to the frictionless 3D case was gi-
ven in [11]. The method poses some specific features for modeling
contact between two largely deformable bodies, namely:

� The discretization scheme allowing the contact restrictions to
be applied in a manifold (the contact domain) of the same
dimension as the contacting bodies, which is in contrast with
other (node-to-segment, mortar etc.) methods, where normally
those restrictions are imposed in a domain whose dimension is
one order less than the dimension of the body,
� That defined contact domain is then discretized, and completely

covered by a set of non-overlapping contact patches, which
implicitly determine all possible node-to-segment pairings, this
having relevant consequences as for passing the patch.
� The contact domain, covering the inter-space between the con-

tacting bodies, is endowed with a displacement field interpo-
lated from the contacting boundaries. This allows defining the
gaps in terms of stretch-like measures, which facilitates the der-
ivation of the gap differentiation and its linearization.

As for the type of contact patches, it is worth mentioning that, for a
2D problem, triangular or quadrilateral patches can be used for the
contacting domain irrespective of the meshing pattern used for the
elements. However, linear triangular shape poses little advantages
as mentioned in Section 2.2 of [14]. Hence, the entire formulation
is restricted to linear triangular shaped contact patches in [14]
and herein.

2.1. Contact patches and gap definitions

Let us consider two contacting bodies BðaÞ; a ¼ 1;2 undergoing
large deformations (see Fig. 1); the associated deformation maps
uðaÞt connect the material points X(a) at the reference configuration
onto points x(a) in the current configuration.

As mentioned in [14], at the time step [tn, tn+1], the contact do-
main Dn, with boundary @Dn joining part of the boundaries of the
contacting bodies, can be approximated by a domain Dl

n parti-
tioned in np patches DðpÞn such that

Dn � Dl
n ¼

[np

p¼1

DðpÞn ; ð1Þ

the partition having the property that the patches do not overlap
and Dl

n converges to the contact domain Dn as the number of
patches DðpÞn and their vertices V(i) increase.

With reference to Fig. 2, we introduce uD(x) as the pseudo
incremental displacement field, at time step [tn, tn+1] in the contact
domain, conveniently interpolated from the incremental displace-
ment at the nodes of the contacting boundaries using the linear
shape functions at the contact patches; thus defining the extrapo-
lated pseudo incremental motion of the contact domain / : Dn ? Dn+1,
/(xn) � /D(xn) = xn + uD(xn) as explained in [14].

We also introduce the entities xn; �xn; xnþ1 ¼ /ðxnÞ, respec-
tively, as the position of a pseudo-material point in the contact
patch at time tn, its projection on the base-side of the contact patch
thod: A comparison of penalty and Lagrange multiplier implementations,
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Fig. 1. Definition of the contact domain Dn between two contacting bodies X(a) and its subdivision into patches DðpÞn .

Fig. 2. Linear triangle contact patch in the previous and current configurations.
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and its convected position at time tn+1. Then, the concept of gap
measures can be introduced as:

gðxnÞ ¼ gð0ÞN ðxnÞf �N ¼ gNðxÞnþ gTðxÞt; ð2Þ

where n and t are the current normal and tangent unit vectors
shown in Fig. 2. In Eq. (2) f is the incremental deformation gradient
of / given by:

f ¼ GRADð/ðxnÞÞ ¼
@xnþ1

@xn
: ð3Þ

For a detailed derivation of Eq. (2), the reader can refer to Eq. (15) of
[14]. From the definition of the total gap vector, g(xn) in Eq. (2), one
can further write the normal and tangential gap intensity (gap per
unit of initial normal gap), in a non-dimensionalized and patch-wise
constant form as [see Eqs. (16) and (17) of [14]]:
Please cite this article in press as: R. Weyler et al., On the contact domain me
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�gN ¼
gNðxnÞ
gð0ÞN ðxnÞ
��� ��� ¼ sign gð0ÞN

� �
n � f �N; ð4Þ

�gT ¼
gTðxnÞ
gð0ÞN ðxnÞ
��� ��� ¼ sign gð0ÞN

� �
t � f � N; ð5Þ

where gð0ÞN ð�Þ is the initial normal gap defined for every point xn 2 Dn

in the reference configuration and gN = g � n and gT = g � t are,
respectively, the normal and tangential components of the physical
gap vector g(xn) in the current configuration as shown in Fig. 2.

2.2. Boundary value problem

With the above definitions in hand, the field equations for the
two contacting bodies are given as the following:
thod: A comparison of penalty and Lagrange multiplier implementations,
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FIND : uðaÞ xðaÞn

� �
: Xn ! R2 ð6Þ

FULFILLING :

Momentum equation : qðaÞ€uðaÞ ¼ DIVPðaÞ þ bðaÞ in XðaÞn ; ð7Þ
Constitutive model : PðaÞ ¼ RðaÞðuðaÞÞ in XðaÞn ; ð8Þ
Dirichlet’s boundary conditions : uðaÞ ¼ ûðaÞ in CðaÞu ; ð9Þ
Neumann’s boundary conditions : PðaÞ � NðaÞ ¼ t̂ðaÞ in CðaÞr : ð10Þ

Herein P(a) and b(a) are the first Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor (given
via an appropriate constitutive relation as in Eq. (8)) and the body
forces on X(a), respectively. Furthermore, €uðaÞ and q(a) represent,
respectively, the material acceleration field and the density of the
bodies. The appropriate boundary conditions are given by the pre-
scribed displacements ûðaÞ and tractions t̂ðaÞ, acting on the bound-
aries CðaÞu and CðaÞr . Additionally, two constraint conditions arise
due to the contact imposition, which have to be treated separately
as follows.

2.2.1. Treatment of the contact constraints using Lagrange multiplier
techniques

As explained with minute details in [14], the contact constraints
are treated separately for the normal and tangential conditions.

2.2.1.1. Normal contact constraint. While imposing the normal con-
tact constraint, one has to keep in mind the geometrical impene-
trability condition and the negativity of the normal contact
traction in the contact domain. Having this in mind, the normal
contact constraints are formulated in the form of classical Kar-
ush–Kuhn–Tucker condition as follows:

kN 6 0; �gN P 0; kN�gN ¼ 0 in Dn: ð11Þ

While for detail mathematical derivation it is necessary to refer to
Section 3.1 of [14], the important features of Eq. (11) are described
here. The normal Lagrange multiplier kN(xn) is introduced, which
fulfills the identification condition,

kNðxnÞ ¼ tðaÞN ðxnÞ 8xn 2 CðaÞD ; ð12Þ

where tðaÞN represents the normal contact traction living in the con-
tact domain boundaries CðaÞD . The geometrical impenetrability con-
dition is then imposed in terms of non-dimensionalized gap
intensity �gN , which is given by Eq. (4).

2.2.1.2. Tangential contact constraint. To impose the tangential con-
straint a Coulomb-type friction model is used, which restricts the
tangential traction to be,

ktTk 6 ljtN j; ð13Þ

l being the coefficient of friction. As before, a tangential Lagrange
multiplier kTðxnÞ 8xn 2 Dl

n is introduced, fulfilling

kTðxnÞ ¼ tðaÞT ðxnÞ 8xn 2 CðaÞD : ð14Þ

To distinguish between the stick and slip state, the slip function is
defined as

U ¼ jkT j � ljkNj
< 0! stick;

¼ 0! slip:

�
ð15Þ

Further introducing a non-associative slip rule of the form

�gT ¼ �c
kT

jkT j
¼ �csignðkTÞ; ð16Þ

where �gT is the tangential gap intensity defined as given in (5) and c
is the friction multiplier; as finally the conventional Karush–
Kuhn–Tucker form of the tangential contact constraint is obtained,
as mentioned in [14], given by
Please cite this article in press as: R. Weyler et al., On the contact domain me
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c P 0; U 6 0; cU ¼ 0 in Dn ð17Þ

Moreover, for the stick condition, one can identify kT as the slip
resistance T as [see Section 3.2 in [14]]:

kT � T ¼ l signðkTÞjkNj ¼ �lsignð�gTÞjkNj: ð18Þ
2.3. Weak form of the frictional contact problem

In general, the virtual work principle or the weak form for the
large deformation frictional contact problem is given by,

dPmechðu; duÞ :¼ dPint;extðuðaÞ; duðaÞÞ þ dPcont ¼ 0 8duðaÞ 2 V0;

ð19Þ

where du is the variation of the displacement u (virtual displace-
ment) and dPint,ext(u(a);du(a)) is the sum of the internal and external
virtual work done by the two contacting bodies

dPint;extðuðaÞ; duðaÞÞ ¼ dPintðuðaÞ; duðaÞÞ � dPextðduðaÞÞ ð20Þ

with

dPint uðaÞ; duðaÞ
� �

¼
X2

a¼1

Z
XðaÞn

ðqðaÞ€uðaÞ � duðaÞ þ PðaÞ : GRADðduðaÞÞÞdX

( )
ð21Þ

and

dPext duðaÞ
� �

¼
X2

a¼1

Z
XðaÞn

bðaÞ � duðaÞdXþ
Z

CðaÞr

t̂ðaÞ � duðaÞdC

( )
: ð22Þ
2.3.1. Variational form using the Lagrange multiplier strategy
Introducing the concepts of Lagrange multiplier, the primary

unknowns in (6) that need to be solved are now extended to

FIND :

uðaÞ xðaÞn

� �
: Xn ! R2;

kNðxnÞ : Dn ! R�;

kTðxnÞ : Dn ! R

8>><>>: ð23Þ

fulfilling Eqs. (7)–(10) and the constraint equations in hand as:

Lagrange multiplier identification
kN ¼ tðaÞN

kT ¼ tðaÞT

)
in CðaÞD : ð24Þ

Normal contact constraints kN 6 0; �gNðuðDÞÞP 0;

kN�gNðuðDÞÞ ¼ 0 in Dn: ð25Þ
Tangential contact constraints c P 0; U 6 0;

cU ¼ 0 in Dn: ð26Þ

It has been pointed out in [14], that the contact interface changes
from one time-step to the other in the case of the large deformation
frictional contact problem. Hence, an active set strategy is employed
to identify the present contact area and to distinguish between the
stick and slip domains. According to that, the active normal contact
domain and active tangential stick domain are given by,

DðNÞn :¼ fxnjkNðxnÞ < 0g ð27Þ

and

DðTÞn :¼ fxnjUðxnÞ < 0g; ð28Þ

respectively. Finally, the identification of the active domains to-
gether with the inequality constraints as defined in Eqs. (25) and
(26), transforms the original inequality constrained problem into
an equality constrained system of equations as given below:
thod: A comparison of penalty and Lagrange multiplier implementations,
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constant and, therefore, Eq. (4) can be stated for ‘‘any’’ point of the patch and the same
value of �gN .
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FIND :

uðaÞðxðaÞn Þ : Xn ! R2;

kNðxnÞ : DðNÞn ! R�;

kTðxnÞ : DðTÞn ! R:

8><>: ð29Þ

Additionally, Eqs. (25) and (26) of the original problem now change
to:

Coulomb’s friction law : T � kT

¼�lsignð�gTÞjkN j in DðNÞn nDðTÞn : ð30Þ

Constraint conditions :
�gN ¼ 0 in DðNÞ;
�gT ¼ 0 in DðTÞ:

ð31Þ

Now, the variational form of the above equations results into,

FIND : uðaÞ 2 V and k ¼ ½kN; kT � 2 LN �LT ð32Þ
FULFILLING : dPmechðu; k; duÞ :¼ dPint;extðuðaÞ; duðaÞÞ

þ dPcontðuðaÞ; k; duðaÞÞ
¼ 0 8duðaÞ 2 V0; ð33Þ

where V; LN; LT , are appropriate functional spaces, and dPmech

stands for the variation of the total mechanical work. The mathe-
matical expressions for those, straightforward in solid mechanics,
are reported in [14] and hence avoided here. The additional term
dPcont(u(a),k;d u(a)) due to the contact part is the contact virtual
work of the Lagrange multipliers along the variation of the gap
intensities in normal and tangential directions, and it is given by

dPcontðuðaÞ; k; duðaÞÞ ¼
Z

DðNÞn

kNd�gNðuDÞdD|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
normal contact

þ
Z

DðTÞn

kTd�gTðuDÞdD|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
stick

þ
Z

DðNÞn nD
ðTÞ
n

T d�gTðuDÞdD|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
slip

: ð34Þ

As it has been mentioned earlier, in case of the Lagrange multiplier
method, the variational constraint equations are added as follows:

dPkN ðuðDÞ; dkNÞ ¼
Z

DðNÞn

dkN�gNðuðDÞÞdD ¼ 0 8dkN 2 LN ð35Þ

and

dPkT ðuðDÞ; dkTÞ ¼
Z

DðTÞn

dkT �gTðuðDÞÞdD ¼ 0 8dkT 2 LT : ð36Þ

With this variational formulation in hand, any standard Galerkin
based discretization can be adopted to obtain an equivalent system
of equations to be solved by standard finite element schemes. The
detailed description of the FE discretization, which can be found
in [14] is not the goal of the present paper and hence avoided.

2.3.1.1. Stabilization procedure: interior penalty (Nitsche’s)
method. As it has been stated in [14], the previous Lagrange multi-
plier based formulation results into possible instability/locking of
the matrix equation due to zeros appearing in the diagonal of the
stiffness matrix. To avoid this an interior penalty method (Nitsche
method) [13] is used, which introduces a stabilization parameter s
in the variational Eqs. (35) and (36) which now read:

dPkN ðu; kN; dkNÞ ¼
Z

DðNÞn

dkN�gNðuðDÞÞdD

þ
Z
@DðNÞn \C

ðaÞ
D

dkNsðtNðuðaÞÞ � kNÞdC|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
additional term

¼ 0 8dkN 2 LN ð37Þ

and
Please cite this article in press as: R. Weyler et al., On the contact domain me
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dPkT ðu; kT ; dkTÞ ¼
Z

DðTÞn

dkT �gTðuðDÞÞdD

þ
Z
@DðTÞn \C

ðaÞ
D

dkTsðtTðuðaÞÞ � kTÞdC|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
additional term

¼ 0 8dkT 2 LT : ð38Þ

It has to be noted that a mathematical proof for the stability condi-
tion for the Nitsche method in the case of small strains has been re-
ported in [12].

Remark 2.1. The point to be noted here is that, a careful
observation of the previous equations may give an impression
that a penalty term in the form of stabilization factor s is applied.
However, it should be made clear at this point, that the stabiliza-
tion parameter does not play the role of a classical penalty factor.
The additional terms arising due to the inclusion of s essentially
vanish with mesh refinement. Hence, no alteration persists in the
variational formulation at the end. Moreover, the term s can be
made very small without affecting, necessarily, the quality of the
solution, which is also against the regular role of the conventional
penalty parameter. In fact, a sequence of analyses using a fixed
value of s with continuous refinement of the finite element mesh
shows the exact fulfillment of the contact constraints (see Section
5.2.2).
3. A penalty implementation of the contact domain method

3.1. Variational form using a (regularized) penalty method

For the penalty strategy, the contribution to the virtual work
due to contact can be written as follows:

dPcontðuðaÞ; duðaÞÞ ¼
Z

DN
n

~tNð�gNÞd�gN|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
normal contact

dDþ
Z

DT
n

~tTð�gTÞd�gT|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
stick

dD

þ
Z

DN
n =DT

n

eT d�gT|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
slip

dD 8duðaÞ 2 V0: ð39Þ

Comparing Eq. (39) with (34) it can be noticed that, in the case of
the penalty method the contact term is a function of the penalized
tractions ~tN and ~tT , which is different from the Lagrange multiplier
method, the latter method is a function of the Lagrange multipliers,
which in turn are equal to the actual traction components tN and tT.
To compute the contact tractions, the constraint conditions are trea-
ted in a different way in the penalty strategy as described below.

3.2. Treatment of the normal contact constraints

Splitting the constraint conditions into the normal and tangen-
tial counterparts, for the normal contact condition, the contact
force is expressed as a function of the normal gap intensity in Eq.
(4) as:

~tN ¼ K	N�gN ; ð40Þ
where K	N is, from now on, termed the regularized normal penalty
parameter. Eq. (40) can now be rewritten in terms of the normal
component of the physical gap in Eq. (2) as1:

~tN ¼ K	N�gN ¼ K	N
gð3ÞN

g0ð3Þ
N

��� ��� ¼ KNgð3ÞN ; ð41Þ
thod: A comparison of penalty and Lagrange multiplier implementations,
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where KN is the physical normal penalty parameter and gð3ÞN is the
normal component of the physical gap corresponding to node ‘‘3’’
in Fig. 2 (the classical node-to-segment gap). Eq. (41) links the con-
tact condition (40) to the classical node-to-segment penalty condi-
tion and establishes the relation between the regularized, K	N , and
the physical, KN, penalties:

K	N ¼ g0ð3Þ
N

��� ���KN ¼ HKN ; ð42Þ

where g0ð3Þ
N ð¼ HÞ is the initial normal gap in the reference configu-

ration (the height of the contact patch with respect to the base-line)
as shown in Fig. 2.

Now the normal constraint condition (40) can be formalized in
terms of the regularized penalty parameter as:

~tN ¼ K	N �g;

K	N ¼
0 if �gN P 0 ðno contactÞ;
HKN if �gN < 0 ðpenetrationÞ:

� ð43Þ
3.3. Treatment of the tangential contact constraints: friction model

For the tangential contact constraint, a Coulomb-type friction
model is proposed as earlier. To maintain an analogy with a plas-
ticity-like formulation the equation for computing the tangential
contact stress is expressed in rate form as a function of the incre-
mental slip intensity rate as:

_~tT ¼ K	T _�gT � _�gslip
T

� �
; ð44Þ

where K	T represents the regularized tangential penalty parameter.
Similar to ~tN ;~tT is also a penalized term expressed as a function of
the penalized gap and hence differs from the actual tT.

Again, from Eq. (5) the above equation can be rewritten in terms
of the physical tangential gap as

_~tT ¼
K	T

g0ð3Þ
N

��� ��� _gT � _gslip
T

� �
¼ KT _gT � _gslip

T

� �
;

K	T ¼ KH
T :

ð45Þ

In Eq. (45) the physical, KT, and the regularized, K	T , tangential penalty
parameters are related as earlier. To distinguish between the stick–
slip conditions the slip function is introduced as:

Uð~tTÞ ¼ j~tT j � lj~tNj 6 0: ð46Þ

Further, the slip rule can be written as:

_�gslip
T ¼ _csignð~tTÞ: ð47Þ

Now, the tangential contact conditions can be summarized in the
form of the Kuhn–Tucker condition as follows:

_c P 0; U 6 0; _cU ¼ 0: ð48Þ
3.4. Numerical implementation of the friction model

To implement the proposed friction model in terms of the
tangential contact in a finite element scheme, one needs to com-
pute the tangential stress ~tT by integrating the model in Eqs.
(44)–(48). Assuming that the tangential stress, ~tT;n, at the previous
configuration (t = tn), is known, and since the tangential gap and
the slip are zero in that configuration, the update of ~tT at time step
n + 1, can be made from Eq. (44) as:

~tT;nþ1 ¼ ~tT;n þ K	T �gT � �gslip
T

� �
: ð49Þ

To distinguish between the stick–slip conditions one has to check
the yield condition and compute the slip rate accordingly. To per-
Please cite this article in press as: R. Weyler et al., On the contact domain me
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form the calculation, a trial stress state is defined at the current con-
figuration, assuming the plastic part of the tangential slip to be zero
as:

~tTR
T;nþ1 ¼ ~tT;n þ K	T �gT : ð50Þ

The actual tangential stress can now be expressed in terms of the
trial state as follows:

~tT;nþ1 ¼ ~tTR
T;nþ1 � K	TDcsignð~tT;nþ1Þ: ð51Þ

From the above expressions, it can easily be shown that,

signð~tT;nþ1Þ ¼ sign ~tTR
T;nþ1

� �
; j~tT;nþ1j ¼ ~tTR

T;nþ1

��� ���� K	TDc: ð52Þ

The slip function (46) in terms of the trial stress can be rewritten as

UTR ~tTR
T;nþ1

� �
¼ ~tTR

T;nþ1

��� ���� lj~tN;nþ1j: ð53Þ

Finally, the tangential constraint condition can be established in
terms of UTR as:

UTR
6 0; Dc ¼ 0; ) stick condition; ~tT;nþ1 ¼ ~tTR

T;nþ1;

UTR > 0; Dc ¼ UTR

K	T
; ) slip condition;

~tT;nþ1 ¼ eT ¼ lj~tN;nþ1jsign ~tTR
T;nþ1

� �
:

ð54Þ

Once the constraint conditions are formalized, the traction compo-
nents appearing in the variational form in Eq. (39) will be known,
and hence subsequently the matrix form of the system of equations
can be obtained in a straightforward manner. Since the finite ele-
ment implementation of the proposed problem is a textbook mat-
ter, its development is avoided here. Instead, a detail comparison
between the Lagrange multiplier based implementation and the
penalty strategy has been made in the final mathematical deriva-
tion, to discuss the difference or relative equivalence between them.

4. Equivalence between Lagrange multiplier and penalty based
approaches

To point out the equivalence between the two methods derived
in the previous sections, we start from the variational constraint
equations for the Lagrange multiplier method (SLMM) as given in
(37) and (38), and in (39) for the penalty method. For conciseness
in the derivation, let us focus on the normal constraint part, as the
others constraint conditions can be treated in a similar way. For a
linear triangular contact patch, the integration of Eq. (37) results
into a simplified form such as:

1
2

H�gN þ sðtN �KNÞ ¼ 0; ð55Þ

where H is the absolute value of the initial normal gap of node ‘3’
and KN is the value of the Lagrange multiplier assumed constant
in the patch. To derive the above form, the gap intensity �gN and
the stabilization parameter s are considered to be constant for a tri-
angular patch. The details of the derivation can be found in Section
5.2 of [14]. Introducing a new term as the numerical gap gnum

N , and
replacing �gN ¼ gð3ÞN =H, one could get,

gnum
N � gð3ÞN þ 2sðtN �KNÞ ¼ 0 ð56Þ

this stating the role of gnum
N as the actual gap numerically imposed to

be zero in the formulation. Hence, using (56), KN can be solved as:

KN ¼ tN þ
1

2s
gð3ÞN : ð57Þ

In case of the penalty approach, the Lagrange multiplier is replaced
with the penalized traction ~tN (see Eq. (41)). Hence, in the penalty
method, KN ð� ~tNÞ can be solved for a specific patch as:
thod: A comparison of penalty and Lagrange multiplier implementations,
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KN � ~tN ¼ KNgð3ÞN : ð58Þ

For a better understanding the two Eqs. (57) and (58) are plotted
graphically as shown in Fig. 3.

It is seen that computation of the contact stresses as a function
of the normal physical gap, gN, is very similar in the two methods;
the difference lies in the use of 1

2s in the SLMM instead of the pen-
alty parameter KN in the penalty method. Further, in SLMM, the
straight-line starts with an intercept of tN which approaches to KN

with FE mesh refinement (see Eq. (24)). Hence, a comparison can
be made between the SLMM and the penalty method considering
these two factors as influencing parameters on the accurate imple-
mentation of the contact constraints. For elaborative understand-
ing of this point, the performance of the two methods has been
assessed considering several numerical examples in the following
section.

In case of SLMM, the exact imposition of the contact constraint
is perturbed due to the use of a small non-zero value of s, which
introduces an additional term in the variational equation as seen
in Eq. (37). This results, also, into some additional terms in the
stiffness matrices corresponding to the Lagrange multiplier meth-
od, when compared to the penalty method.

More specifically: the normal contact force vector for a linear
triangular contact patch corresponding to the penalty method
and Lagrange multiplier approach can be respectively written con-
sidered as (see the Appendix A):

FNðpenaltyÞ
cont ¼ 1

2
LðhKNÞn �

X3

I¼1

h
@NI

@n

	 

ð59Þ

and

FNðSLMMÞ
cont ¼ 1

2
LKNn �

X3

I¼1

h
@NI

@n

	 

: ð60Þ

In these equations, L is the length of the base vector in the reference

configuration, and h ¼ gð3ÞN

� �
is the height of the ‘‘slave’’ node ‘3’

with respect to the base vector in the current configuration, as
shown in Fig. 2. Eqs. (59) and (60) prove to be the same if the equiv-
alency KN = hKN is made (see Eq. (58)).

Let us, now, consider the normal contact stiffness matrix for the
penalty method and the Lagrange multiplier approach as obtained
in the Appendix. They read

KðpenaltyÞ
ipjq ¼ L

2
KN nih

@NP

@n

	 

njh

@NQ

@n

	 

� h tih

@NP

@n

	 

nj
@NQ

@n

	 
�
¼ �h ni

@NP

@n

	 

tjh

@NQ

@n

	 

� h2 ni

@NP

@n

	 

nj
@NQ

@n

	 
�
ð61Þ

and
Fig. 3. Graphical representation of the relation for computing the contact stress:
(a) stabilized Lagrange multiplier method; (b) penalty approach.
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KSLMM
ipjq ¼ ½KI�ipjq þ ½KII�ipjq;

½KI�ipjq ¼
L
2
�tT nih

@NP

@n

	 

nj
@NQ

@n

	 

þ 1

2s
nih

@NP

@n

	 

njh

@NQ

@n

	 
�
�KN tih

@NP

@n

	 

nj
@NQ

@t

	 

�KNh ni

@NP

@t

	 

nj
@NQ

@t

	 

�KN ni

@NP

@t

	 

tjh

@NQ

@n

	 
�
;

½KII�ipjq ¼
L
2

nih
@NP

@n

	 

ðnkDPklqjNlÞ;

ð62Þ

respectively, where in Eq. (62)3 P represents the first Piola–Kirchoff
stress tensor.

Assuming from Fig. 3, the fact that KN and 1
2s are equivalent, it

can be seen in Eqs. (61) and (62) that the normal stiffness matrix
for SLMM contains all the terms of the penalty equations along
with few additional terms arising from the body stress component
at the contacting boundary.

Similar to the normal components, the equivalence between the
two methods for imposing the contact constraints can be brought
out for the tangential stick and slip part. For clarification purposes,
detailed derivations are incorporated in the Appendix.

Remark 4.1. In spite of the shown equivalences between the
Lagrange multiplier and penalty strategies, they are essentially
different in terms of the constraint application. In the case of
SLMM, the constraint Eqs. (37) and (38) have an additional term
due to the introduction of the stabilization parameter, which in
turn introduces differences in the stiffness matrix expressions.
However, with mesh-refinement one can approach the exact
imposition of the constraints irrespective of the value of s.

On the other hand, in the case of the penalty method, as the
penalty parameters KN, KT, increase, the contact constraints are
applied more accurately and the solutions should converge to
those obtained using SLMM. However, as pointed out in the
introduction, large values of the penalty parameter lead to an ill-
conditioned matrix. On the other hand for smaller values of
penalty parameters the contact constraint is not exactly satisfied.
Therefore, the appropriate balance of these two facts, when
choosing the value of the penalty parameters, has to be considered.
5. Representative numerical simulations

5.1. Contact patch test

To assess the implementations of the proposed contact algo-
rithms, i.e. whether they are able to exactly transmit constant
stress field from one body to another along an arbitrary non-con-
forming contact surface, a patch test has to be considered. Different
patch test setups have been proposed in the literature and the one
proposed by Asghar and Lyons [1] recently has been chosen here.
According to it, linear displacement fields are assumed for the hor-
izontal and vertical components u and v in a perfectly tied contact
situation given by:

u ¼ ð1þ 2xþ yÞ=1000; v ¼ ð3þ 5xþ 7yÞ=1000; ð63Þ

respectively. Obviously, the prescribed displacement field will gen-
erate constant strains in both directions and for a linear elastic
material one should obtain constant stresses inside the element
patch. In particular, for the considered 2D case, this chosen dis-
placement field will generate all the stress components rxx, ryy

and sxy within a patch. To demonstrate the most critical situation,
the patch test is performed considering an element patch consisting
of an irregular (non-structured) non-conforming element mesh
thod: A comparison of penalty and Lagrange multiplier implementations,
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with an inclined contact surface as shown in Fig. 4a. To ensure a
perfectly tied situation, a reasonably high friction coefficient of
1.5 is chosen for both Lagrange multiplier and penalty based analy-
ses. For the Lagrange multiplier strategy, the minimum allowable
value for the stabilization parameter s, to preclude round off errors,
is observed to be 10�12. Similarly, the highest possible penalty
parameter is fixed at 108 to achieve the same order of accuracy. It
has been observed that, corresponding to these parameters, the
patch test, for the above mentioned element patch, is passed within
machine error accuracy (10�12) for both the Lagrange multiplier and
the penalty based implementations. In Fig. 4b the difference be-
tween the maximum and minimum stress value obtained for the
element patch and for all the three stress components correspond-
(a) (b) 

xxσ yyσ xyτ

SLMM 1310− 1310− 1310−

Penalty 1310− 1310− 1310−

Fig. 4. Patch test with an inclined contact surface: (a) mesh geometry with the
boundary condition; (b) difference between the maximum and minimum stress
value.

Fig. 5. (a) Geometry of the two blocks; (b) FE mesh fo
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ing to the stabilized Lagrange multiplier (SLLM) and penalty meth-
ods is presented.

5.2. Numerical examples

5.2.1. Compression of two blocks with non-matching surface
Let us first consider a simple example, (as analyzed in [26]),

where a rectangular block is pressed against a second block having
a concave upper surface (see. Fig. 5). The lower block is restrained
against vertical movement at its bottom surface, whereas the
upper one is subjected to an imposed vertical downward displace-
ment at its upper surface. The blocks are made of the same mate-
rial having an elastic modulus E = 106 N/mm2 and a Poisson’s
coefficient m = 0.0 and the contact is assumed frictionless. A large
strain Neo-Hookean constitutive model is chosen. To compare
the performance of the Lagrange multiplier approach with respect
to the regularized penalty method, equivalence is considered be-
tween the penalty parameter KN and 1

2s (see Section 4). Hence in
the Lagrange multiplier analysis the s values are chosen as 5 �
10�7 mm3/N, 5 � 10�8 mm3/N and 5 � 10�9 mm3/N and the corre-
sponding penalty values KN are taken as 10+6 N/mm3, 10+7 N/mm3

and 10+9 N/mm3. The tolerance limit is set to be 10�6 (in terms of
the residual force norm) for the FE solution to converge. Fig. 6
shows the allowable displacement of the upper block, comparing
the Lagrange multiplier based strategy and the penalty approach.
It is seen from the graph that using the Lagrange multiplier ap-
proach, one can push the upper block up to a displacement of 1.0
mm for all s values whereas the penalty method allows the com-
plete movement only for penalty parameter KN = 10+9 N/mm3.
Additionally, the solution in terms of the gap is best maintained
in the Lagrange multiplier approach for either of the equivalent
cases. Hence, it can be noted that, for a simple example like the
above mentioned one , and in a frictionless situation, once the
equivalence is considered between the two parameters of
the Lagrange multiplier and regularized penalty approaches, the
r the blocks (exploiting the problem symmetry).

thod: A comparison of penalty and Lagrange multiplier implementations,
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the mean gap: (a) for penalty method at different KN values; (b) for stabilized Lagrange multiplier for different sN.
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Lagrange multiplier method performs more robustly in comparison
with the penalty method.

5.2.2. Extrusion/expansion of a block
In many industrial forming processes, it becomes important to

analyze the ejection phase (i.e. separation of the two bodies in con-
tact, which normally takes place elastically), for which the contact
algorithm performance is crucial at this stage. For this purpose, we
propose the test described in Fig. 7, which analyzes the effect of
extrusion and expansion of a block comprising an elastic material
that is sliding without friction between two vises of variable cross-
section. The test consists of three stages, firstly an area of extrusion
for which the geometric dimension and the mesh are adopted as
described in [15], further continuing with a flat zone, followed by
a tapered opening. The reference element size of the vise in the
longitudinal direction is considered as 20 mm, while the initial ele-
ment size of the block is 10 mm. As in [15], the two bodies are de-
formed, considering the vise device much more rigid than the
block, and also restricting the movement of the outside of the vise
Fig. 7. Geometry for the extrusion/expansion pro

Fig. 8. (a)–(d) Deformed mesh sequence f
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and their ends. The example is solved in a plane strain situation,
imposing a prescribed displacement of 1600 mm in the longitudi-
nal base of the block. During the first part, there is a large contrac-
tion of the block in the transverse direction, which then slides
without changing its deformation and finally expands to recover
its original form as described in Fig. 8. Both the block and the vise
consist of Neo-Hookean material, with the vise being much stiffer,
with Lame coefficients, k = l = 4 � 104 N/mm2 for the block and
k = l = 4 � 107 N/mm2 for the tube.

Fig. 9(a) and (b) show the horizontal reaction acting on the
block as it is displaced, with the stabilized Lagrange multiplier
method and with the regularized penalty method. Results corre-
spond to an element size of 20 mm and different values of the pen-
alty parameter, KN, and stabilization parameter s.

There it can be checked that the Lagrange multiplier method
shows robust convergence, to a very accurate solution for a wide
range (s 2 [1 � 10�5, 5 � 10�7]) of values of the stabilization
parameter. In contrast, a greater sensitivity is observed for the pen-
alty method where convergence towards the exact solution is
blem (undeformed configuration, all in mm).

or the extrusion/expansion problem.

thod: A comparison of penalty and Lagrange multiplier implementations,
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Fig. 9. Longitudinal force for 20 mm element size: (a) penalty method; (b) stabilized Lagrange multiplier method.

Fig. 11. Comparison of the mean gap for the penalty method at KN = 105 N/mm3 and
for the stabilized Lagrange multiplier method at sN = 10�6 mm3/N.
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relatively slow. However, it proves unable to go beyond the extru-
sion state for very large penalty parameter values (KN = 1 � 106).
Thus, the correct selection of the right penalty value becomes cru-
cial for obtaining a robust and accurate solution.

Further, Fig. 10 compares the results with each method consid-
ering two different element sizes (20 mm and 2 mm, respectively),
showing a little dependence, for this problem, of the obtained reac-
tion estimated by both methods with the mesh size.

Fig. 11(a) and (b) show the mean gap variable for the two meth-
ods, which is defined as [22]:

mean gap ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
nc

Xnc

g2
N

s
; ð64Þ

nc being the number of active contact patches (notice that active
patches could include patches with positive gap (or not penetrated)
for the Lagrange multiplier method).

This graph shows the gap approximation of the contact condi-
tion for both the methods. From this graph one can see that using
a constant s stabilization parameter in the Lagrange multiplier ap-
proach, it is possible to improve the gap solution only with mesh
refinement. However, this is not the case for the penalty method,
where the mean gap increases with the mesh refinement. The in-
crease in the mean gap values in the penalty method could be ex-
plained due to an inappropriate definition of the mean gap which is
used to compare different mesh sizes.
Fig. 10. Comparison of longitudinal force for 20 mm and 2 mm elem
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Both the methods, in the case of a coarse mesh, show undesir-
able oscillations during the transit along the corners of the block,
which disappear completely with mesh refinement. However some
oscillations still appear near the plain section of the die in case of
the penalty method, which originates due to the definition of an
ent size: (a) penalty method; (b) stabilized Lagrange multiplier.

thod: A comparison of penalty and Lagrange multiplier implementations,
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active set with excessive penetration. When the penalty parame-
ters are extremely small, the normal calculations are not exact
due to excessive penetrations; as a consequence there are oscilla-
tions in the solution. As the stabilization parameter s reduces (or
the penalty parameter KN increases), the two methods tend to im-
prove the solution, reducing the fluctuations, except for the transit
through the corners due to the large size of the element (see Figs. 9
and 10). Additionally the solution in terms of the gap is best main-
tained in the stabilized Lagrange multiplier approach for either of
the cases.

However, while approaching the final part of the simulation the
penalty method is unable to simulate the expansion of the block near
the opening. Finally with respect to the computational efficiency of
the methods, it is seen that, generically, the number of iterations is
smaller in the case of the Lagrange multiplier method than in the
penalty approach, except for the flat region where both exhibit a
similar behavior. In particular, when the active set is predicted cor-
Fig. 12. Mesh geometry for the draw bead problem in: (a) u

Fig. 13. Comparison of the force vs. displacement plo
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rectly, the Lagrange multiplier takes 3 iterations to converge,
whereas the regularized penalty takes about 4 iterations to achieve
convergence.

In summary, we conclude that, for this problem, the Lagrange
multiplier method has a clear advantage over the penalty method.
In fact, the Lagrange multiplier method obtains the practically
acceptable solution throughout the range considered. This advan-
tage is also evident in terms of the gap measures, where the pen-
alty method always has a greater penetration.

5.2.3. Draw bead simulation
The third example is taken from a well known simulation, [15],

used in metal forming industry, where a metal sheet is deformed
into the desired configuration by the punch and the die. The sheet
material is considered to follow a Neo-Hookean material model
with E = 2 � 105 MPa and m = 0.1. The die is considered made of
the same type of material with E = 2 � 108 MPa and m = 0.0. The
ndeformed state and (b) final deformed configuration.

t obtained using: (a) penalty method; (b) SLMM.

thod: A comparison of penalty and Lagrange multiplier implementations,
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geometry and the FE mesh in the undeformed configuration are
shown in Fig. 12(a). The dimensions of the geometry of the prob-
lem are chosen as given in [15].

During the simulation, the bottom bead is held fixed, and the
upper bead (or punch) is moved downwards with a total displace-
ment of 5 mm. Both ends of the sheet are held fixed along the X
direction. The final deformed configuration of the sheet is shown
in Fig. 12(b).

This particular example is chosen to assess the relative perfor-
mance of the Lagrange multiplier method and the penalty method in
the frictional case. Hence the coefficient of friction is considered
as l = 0.1 and the simulation is performed using 1000 time steps.

Fig. 13(a) and (b) shows the force versus displacement plot, as
the bead moves down and the reaction forces are computed along
the two edges of the upper bead (where the displacements are
applied), for the penalty and the Lagrange multiplier methods
respectively.

In this example, the value of the allowable gap between the two
contacting bodies (Gap-Tol in the figure) is supplied as the input
parameter, instead of the penalty parameters. Then, the corre-
sponding stabilization parameter (in case of SLMM) or the penalty
parameters (in the penalty method) are being calculated within the
code. It is seen, that it was not possible to achieve up to the final
stage of deformation corresponding to a gap value of 10�3 mm.
In this case, the value of the stabilization parameter becomes very
small after a certain time step, so that the FE solution fails to con-
verge, in the case of SLMM, or the penalty parameter becomes too
high to make the solution unstable in the case of penalty method.
However, if we start increasing the gap value within the range
[0.01, 0.1 mm] the simulation runs up to the final time step for
both cases. Further it is observed, in the case of SLMM, that the
computed reaction value remains exactly the same, even if
the gap value changes, as seen in Fig. 13(b). However, in case of
the penalty method, the reactions are getting altered substantially
along with the change in the gap value, as observed in Fig. 13(a).
Moreover, as the gap value is increased to 0.1 mm the reaction
computed using the penalty method predicts much lower value
compared to that of the SLMM method. Hence it can be pointed
out that the solution obtained using the penalty method is much
more sensitive to the change in the gap parameter value compared
to that of the Lagrange multiplier method. Hence, in this particular
case, the SLMM method performs more robustly in the case of fric-
tional contact. However, for a more definitive conclusion, some
more examples including friction would be needed, which has
been left for future work.
6. Concluding remarks

The present work summarizes the performance of the contact
domain method (CDM) in terms of two different implementations
namely, the Lagrange multiplier based implementation and the
penalty strategy. In particular the treatment of the constraints
using the penalty method has been derived, while the Lagrange
multiplier based formulation is summarized from [14].

Emphasis has been given on pointing out the equivalence be-
tween the two strategies, and mathematically it has been shown
that indeed a simple relation can be established between the
duo, through the penalty parameter of the penalty strategy and
the stabilization parameter of the Lagrange multiplier method
K � 1

2s

� �
. However, due to the distinct difference in the constraint

imposition, finally the two methods result into two different
formulations.

Several numerical tests, including a contact patch test, have
been performed to reinforce the comparison and both the methods
pass the patch test with reasonable accuracy.
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It is seen that in general both the methods perform reasonably
well. In specific, as we increase the value of the penalty parameter
K(or decrease the value of the stabilization factor, s, in the
Lagrange multiplier method), the two results tend to match.
However, the Lagrange multiplier method shows much smaller
sensitivity for the forces and better estimates the gap, in compari-
son with the penalty method and this characteristic confers its
greater robustness near the solution. Additionally, in critical cases
a clear advantage is noticed in terms of the applicability of the
Lagrange multiplier method (e.g. when there is a separation or
an abrupt change in the cross section between two contacting
bodies), where penalty method performs badly. Finally, in terms
of computational cost the Lagrange multiplier approach does not
lag behind compared to the penalty method. On the contrary,
unlike what is generally reported for other Lagrange multiplier
based methods, where the resolution for the Lagrange multipliers
computation increases the computational cost, in the proposed
CDM they can be condensed out at the contact patch level and they
do not contribute to increase the computational costs in front of
the penalty one. Lastly, it has to be mentioned that all the conclu-
sions drawn above are solely based on the analysis performed
using the CDM theory. However, for more definitive conclusions,
it is necessary to do a more detailed comparative study with the
existing contact methods such as with node-to-segment formula-
tion, which has been left for future scope of the work.
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Appendix A. Derivation of the contact force vector and stiffness
matrix for both considered methods

The notations used in the following section are similar to the
earlier development as described in [14].

A.1. Force vectors using penalty approach

With reference to [14], the variation of the current normal and
tangential vectors and the gap intensities are given by:

dn ¼ �ðn � gradðduÞ � tÞt ¼ �ðt
 nÞ � @du
@t

;

dt ¼ ðn � gradðduÞ � tÞn ¼ ðn
 nÞ � @du
@t

;

ð65Þ

and

d�gN ¼ �gNn � gradðduÞ � n;
d�gT ¼ �gNðn � gradðduÞ � tþ t � gradðduÞ � nÞ þ �gT t � gradðduÞ � t;

ð66Þ

respectively. Now starting with Eq. (39), contribution correspond-
ing to normal contact is given as:

dPðNÞcont ¼
Z

DðnÞ
~tNd�gNdD

¼
Z

DðnÞ
~tN�gNn � gradðduÞ � ndD;

as d�gN ¼ �gNn:gradðduÞ:n ðRef : ½5�Þ: ð67Þ

Considering the fact that all the quantities appearing in the inte-
grand namely, tN, �gN , n and grad(du) are constant for a linear trian-
gular patch, the integration results into,
thod: A comparison of penalty and Lagrange multiplier implementations,
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dPðNÞcont ¼
1
2

LH~tN�gNn � gradðduÞ:n: ð68Þ

Using Eq. (40) in (68) we obtain,

dPðNÞcont ¼
1
2

LHK	N�g2
Nn � gradðduÞ:n: ð69Þ

By replacing �gN ¼
g0ð3Þ

N

gð3ÞN

¼ H
h and K	N ¼ HKN , Eq. (93) can be inserted

into Eq. (69) and, after some simplications, the normal contact force
vector is given by,

FðNÞcont ¼
1
2

LhKNn �
X3

I¼1

h
@NI

@n

	 

: ð70Þ

Similarly, the virtual work corresponding to a virtual tangential
stick is given as:

dPðTÞcont ¼
Z

DðTÞ
~tTd�gT dD ¼

Z
DðTÞ

~tT �gNn � gradðduÞ � nð

þn � GRADðduÞ � Nsign g0
N

� ��
dD ½see Ref : ½5��: ð71Þ

For a triangular patch this can be simplified as,

dPðTÞcont ¼
LH
2

~tT �gNn � gradðduÞ � nð

þt � GRADðduÞ � Nsign g0
N

� ��
dD ½see Ref : ½5�� ð72Þ

replacing ~tT with Eq. (49) and using �gN ¼ H
h, one can obtain,

dPðTÞcont ¼
LH
2

~tT;nþK	T �gT
� � h

H
n �gradðduÞ � tþ t �GRADðduÞ �Nsign g0

N

� �	 

dD

ð73Þ

and further simplification results into,

dPðTÞcont ¼
L
2

~tT;nþK	T �gT
� �

h n �
X3

I¼1

@NI

@t
duI

 !
þ t �

X3

I¼1

H
@NI

@N
duI

 !" #
8duI:

ð74Þ
Hence the stick force vector is given by,

FT
cont ¼

1
2

L ~tT;n þ K	T �gT
� �

h n �
X3

I¼1

@NI

@t

	 
 !
þ t �

X3

I¼1

H
@NI

@N

 !" #
:

ð75Þ

Now for the slip part, the virtual work is of the form:

dPðslipÞ
cont ¼

Z
DðNÞ=DðTÞ

eT d�gT dD ¼ LH
2
eT d�gT : ð76Þ

Putting back the expression for d�gT and simplifying as earlier, one
could get,

dPðslipÞ
cont ¼

L
2
eT h n �

X3

I¼1

@NI

@t
duI

 !
þ t �

X3

I¼1

H
@NI

@N
duI

 !" #
8duI:

ð77Þ
Hence, the slip force vector is given by,

FT
cont ¼

1
2

L eT h n �
X3

I¼1

@NI

@t

	 
 !
þ t:

X3

I¼1

H
@NI

@N

 !" #
; ð78Þ

where eT has to be evaluated using Eq. (54)2.

A.2. Force vectors using Lagrange multiplier method

Considering the virtual work term corresponding to normal
contact, we obtain

dPðNÞcont ¼
Z

DN
kNd�gNdD: ð79Þ
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Further, considering that all terms appearing in the integrand are
constant for a linear triangular patch, the integration results into:

dPðNÞcont ¼
1
2

LHKN�gNn � gradðduÞ � n: ð80Þ

By putting the expression for �gN the normal force component is gi-
ven by,

FN
cont ¼

1
2

LKNn �
X3

I¼1

h
@NI

@n

	 

: ð81Þ

Similarly, the tangential stick component can be obtained as:

dPðTÞcont ¼
Z

DT
kTd�gT dD: ð82Þ

Integrating as [14] for a triangular patch yields the force component
as,

FT
cont ¼

1
2

LKT hn �
X3

I¼1

@NI

@t
þ t �

X3

I¼1

H
@NI

@N

	 
" #
: ð83Þ

For the tangential slip part, considering the virtual work corre-
sponding to a virtual slip of d�gT as:

dPðNnTÞcont ¼
Z

DNnT
T d�gT dD ¼ 1

2
LHT d�gT ½where T ¼ l signð�gTÞjKN j�:

ð84Þ

Using similar simplification as done in stick case, the force compo-
nent can be obtained as:

Fslip
cont ¼

1
2

LT hn �
X3

I¼1

@NI

@t
þ t �

X3

I¼1

H
@NI

@N

	 
" #
: ð85Þ
A.3. Stiffness matrices using the penalty approach

Considering the work corresponding to normal contact, one
could get,

DdPðNÞcont ¼
LH
2
ðD~tNd�gN þ ~tNDd�gNÞ: ð86Þ

Using Eq. (43) and d�gN ¼ �gNn � gradðduÞ � n (as derived in [14]) and
putting �gN ¼ H

h, and K	N ¼ HKN , it can be rewritten as:

DdPðNÞcont ¼ ½K� ¼
L
2

KN n �h@Du
@n

	 

n �h@du

@n

	 

�h n �@Du

@t

	 

t �h@du

@n

	 

�

�
�h t �h@Du

@n

	 

n �@du

@t

	 

�h2 n �@Du

@t

	 

n �@du

@t

	 
�
:

ð87Þ

Hence the stiffness matrix in component form can be written as:

Kipjq ¼
L
2

KN nih
@NP

@n

	 

njh

@NQ

@n

	 

� h tih

@NP

@n

	 

nj
@NQ

@n

	 
�
¼ �h ni

@NP

@n

	 

tjh

@NQ

@n

	 

� h2 ni

@NP

@n

	 

nj
@NQ

@n

	 
�
: ð88Þ

Similarly, the component of the virtual work corresponding to the
stick part can be taken as:

DdPðTÞcont ¼
LH
2
ðD~tTd�gT þ ~tTDd�gTÞ: ð89Þ

As we know,

~tT;nþ1 ¼ ~tT;n þ K	T �gT ) D~tT ¼ K	TD�gT ; with D�gT

¼ �gNn � gradðDuÞ � tþ �gNt � gradðDuÞ � nþ �gT t

� gradðDuÞ � t ð90Þ
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and

Dd�gT ¼ �gN n � @du
@t

	 

n � @Du

@t

	 

� �gN t � @du

@t

	 

n � @Du

@t

	 

� �gN n � @du

@t

	 

t � @Du

@t

	 

þ �gN n � @du

@n

	 

n � @Du

@t

	 

þ �gT n � @du

@t

	 

n � @Du

@t

	 

ð91Þ

as explained in [14]. Using the above formula, and the expressions
for K	T and �gN , Eq. (89) can be re-written as:

DdPðTÞcont ¼
L
2

KT h n � @Du
@t

	 

þ t �H@Du

@N

	 
� �
h n � @du

@t

	 

þ t �H@du

@N

	 
� �
þ L

2
~tT n � h@Du

@n

	 

n � @du

@t

	 

� h n � @Du

@t

	 

t � @du

@t

	 
�
�h t � @Du

@t

	 

n � @du

@t

	 

þ n � @Du

@t

	 

n �H@Du

@N

	 
�
: ð92Þ

Finally, the stiffness matrix in component form is given as:

KT
ipjq ¼

1
2

LKT h ni
@NP

@t

	 

þ tiH

@NP

@N

	 
� �
h nj

@Nq

@t

	 

þ tiH

@Nq

@N

	 
� �
þ 1

2
L~tT ni

@NP

@t

	 

njh

@NQ

@n

	 

� h ti

@NP

@t

	 

nj
@NQ

@t

	 
�
�h ni

@NP

@t

	 

tj
@NQ

@t

	 

þ niH

@NP

@N

	 

nj
@NQ

@t

	 
�
: ð93Þ

To obtain the stiffness matrix corresponding to tangential slip, let us
consider,

DdPðslipÞ
cont ¼

LH
2
ðD eT d�gT þ eT Dd�gTÞ: ð94Þ

As eT ¼ l sign tTR
T

� �
jtNj,

) D eT ¼ l signðtTR
T ÞsignðtNÞDtN ; with DtN ¼ K	ND�gN: ð95Þ

Further simplification using K	N ¼ HKN allows us to write,

DdPðslipÞ
cont ¼

L
2

lsign tTR
T

� �
signðtNÞKN n � h @Du

@n

	 

h n � @du

@t

	 
��
þ t � H @du

@N

	 
�
þ eT n � @du

@t

	 

n � h @Du

@n

	 
�
�h t � @du

@t

	 

n � @Du

@t

	 

� h n � @du

@t

	 

t � @Du

@t

	 

þ n � H @du

@N

	 

n � @Du

@t

	 
��
: ð96Þ

And finally the stiffness matrix in the component form looks like,

Kslip
ipjq¼

1
2

L lsign ~tTR
T

� �
signð~tNÞKN h ni

@NP

@t

	 

þ tiH

@NP

@N

	 
� �
njh

@Nq

@n

	 
�
þ eT ni

@NP

@t

	 

njh

@Nq

@n

	 

�h ti

@NP

@t

	 

nj
@Nq

@t

	 
�
�h ni

@NP

@t

	 

tj
@Nq

@t

	 

þ niH

@NP

@N

	 

nj
@Nq

@t

	 
��
: ð97Þ
A.4. Stiffness matrices using the Lagrange multiplier method

To obtain the normal component, let us consider the variation
of the normal contact as,

DdPN
cont ¼

LH
2
ðDKNd�gN þKNDd�gNÞ: ð98Þ

To compute the variation for the Lagrange multiplier see [14]. By
replacing the expressions for Dn, d�gN and Dd�gN as given in [14],
Eq. (98) can be re-written as:
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DdPN
cont ¼

LH
2
�tTðn � gradðDuÞ � tÞd�gN þ

H
2s

D�gNd�gN|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
KI

þn � DP �Nd�gN|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
KII

2664
3775

ð99Þ

Now, from the 1st term using �gN ¼ h
H, in the component form, the

stiffness matrix can be written as:

½KI�ipjq ¼
L
2
�tT nih

@Du
@t

	 

nj �

@du
@n

	 

þ 1

2s
nih

@Du
@n

	 

njh

@du
@n

	 
�
�KN tih

@du
@n

	 

nj
@Du
@t

	 

�KN ni

@du
@t

	 

tjh

@Du
@n

	 

�KNh ni

@du
@t

	 

nj
@Du
@t

	 
�
: ð100Þ

For the 2nd term, let us start with the relation between 1st P–K
stress and 2nd P–K stress as:

P ¼ f � S) DP ¼ Df � Sþ f � DS: ð101Þ

In the component form,

½KII�ipjq ¼
L
2

nih
@NP

@n

	 

ðnKDPklqjNlÞ: ð102Þ

For the detail derivation please refer to [14].
For the tangential stick component, let us take the virtual work

expression as

DdPT
cont

¼ LH
2

tNðn �gradðDuÞ � tÞd�gT þ
H
2s

D�gTd�gT þKTDd�gT|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
KI

þ t �DP �Nd�gT|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
KII

2664
3775:
ð103Þ

Using the expression for D�gT ; gradðDuÞ and Dd�gT , and �gN ¼ h
H, in the

component form, the 1st term of the stiffness matrix reads,

½KI �̂ipjq ¼
L
2

tN h ni
@NP

@t

	 

þ tiH

@NP

@N

	 
� �
nj
@Nq

@t

	 
�
þ 1

2s
h ni

@NP

@t

	 

þ tiH

@NP

@N

	 
� �
h nj

@Nq

@t

	 

þ tiH

@Nq

@N

	 
� �
þKT ni

@NP

@t

	 

njh

@Nq

@n

	 

� h ti

@NP

@t

	 

nj
@Nq

@t

	 
�
�h ni

@NP

@t

	 

tj
@Nq

@t

	 

þ niH

@NP

@N

	 

nj
@Nq

@t

	 
��
ð104Þ

and the 2nd term in the component form is given as,

½KII�ipjq ¼
L
2

h ni
@Np

@t

	 

þ tiH

@Np

@N

	 
� �
ðtKDPklqjNlÞ: ð105Þ

Finally, the stiffness component for tangential slip part can be ob-
tained as follows:

DdPslip
cont ¼ LH

2 ½�l signð�gTÞsignðKNÞtTðn � gradðDuÞ � tÞd�gT

þl signð�gTÞsignðKNÞ H
2s D�gNd�gT þ T Dd�gT

)
KI

þ l signð�gTÞsignðKNÞn � DP � N � d�gT �gKII:

ð106Þ

Using �gN ¼ h
H, in the component form, the 1st term of the stiffness

matrix can be rewritten as:
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½KI�ipjq¼
L
2
�lsignð�gTÞsignðKNÞtT h ni

@NP

@t

	 

þ tiH

@NP

@N

	 
� �
nj
@Nq

@t

	 
�
þlsignð�gTÞsignðKNÞ

1
2s

h ni
@NP

@t

	 

þ tiH

@NP

@N

	 
� �
njh

@Nq

@t

	 

þT �gN ni

@NP

@t

	 

njh

@Nq

@n

	 
�
�h ti

@NP

@t

	 

nj
@Nq

@t

	 

�h ni

@NP

@t

	 

tj
@Nq

@t

	 

þ niH

@NP

@N

	 

nj
@Nq

@t

	 
��
ð107Þ

and similar to the earlier, the 2nd part can be written as in the com-
ponent form:

½KII�ipjq ¼ lsignð�gTÞsignðKNÞ
L
2

h ni
@NP

@t

	 

þ tiH

@NP

@N

	 
� �
ðnK

� DPklqj � NlÞ: ð108Þ
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